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Investigations on asymmetric
transmittivity of optical devices
and different diode-like behaviors

Aiqiang Pan,1 Kaixin Lin,1 Siru Chen,1 and Chi Yan Tso1,2,*

SUMMARY

This study theoretically proved that although reciprocal optical devices can show
asymmetric transmittivity (AT) under controlled incident modes (i.e., conditional
AT), they cannot guarantee AT with arbitrary incident light modes, whereas only
nonreciprocal optical devices can possibly guarantee AT. Besides, the thermody-
namics of both reciprocal and nonreciprocal optical devices were discussed to
show that the second law of thermodynamics is valid anyway. Furthermore, the
diode-like behaviors of optical and electronic devices were compared. Electrons
are identical to electronic devices, so electronic devices could have asymmetric
conductance regardless of electrons. In contrast, electromagnetic waves are
different from optical devices as transmittivity of different modes can be different,
so reciprocal optical devices showing conditional AT cannot guarantee AT when
incident modes are arbitrary. The mathematical proof and characteristic compari-
sons between electronic andoptical diodes,which are firstly presented here, should
help clarifying the necessary nonreciprocity required for being optical diodes.

INTRODUCTION

Many optical devices were demonstrated to have asymmetric transmittivity (AT) of light in the two opposite

directions with experiments or numerical calculations.1 AT is also referred to as nonsymmetric, unequal, or

unidirectional transmittivity. Specifically, optical devices having AT allow the transmission of light in one

direction but block the transmission of light in the opposite direction.2 This AT property is useful in

some applications such as laser systems and optical communication systems.3

Optical devices having AT were called optical diodes (or optical isolators) by some researchers. In general,

the existing literature reported AT with optical devices that either break time-inverse symmetry (i.e., break

the Lorentz reciprocity)2,4 or break space-inverse symmetry (structurally asymmetric).3,5 The optical devices

breaking the Lorentz reciprocity are made with nonreciprocal materials. The nonreciprocity of the materials

is achieved by being time-dependent,6,7 nonlinear,8–10 or anisotropic with asymmetric permittivity and

permeability tensors. Magneto-optical materials are one of the most common materials that are aniso-

tropic with asymmetric permittivity.2,11–13 On the other hand, some optical devices breaking space-inverse

symmetry are made with reciprocal materials. The AT achieved by reciprocal optical devices is diffractive

AT in general.5 Such kinds of reciprocal optical devices take various forms, one main group is diffraction

gratings, which can be classified into gratings with tapered structures14–19 or corrugated surfaces,20 grat-

ings with a subwavelength slit,21–23 dual or double gratings,24–26 photonic crystal gratings with corrugated

surfaces27–30 or with other asymmetric structures,31,32 and some other special gratings.33,34 Other forms

include multilayer crystals containing defects,35–37 metasurfaces,38,39 and photonic crystals.40–42 Despite

the various forms, these reciprocal optical devices are commonly spatial asymmetric. More importantly,

the AT of reciprocal optical devices is usually numerically simulated with controlled incident light (for

example, polarized light),3 or experimentally measured under controlled incident light where polarizers

are frequently used to polarize the incident light.1,37

Although reciprocal optical devices can have AT of light under incident light with certain modes in the two

opposite directions, they cannot guarantee AT of light in real applications where incident light modes can

be arbitrary, for example, parasitic reflections can excite an arbitrary ensemble of modes.43 In other words,

reciprocal optical devices cannot consistently have the diode-like behavior, and their AT of light is conditional
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on the incident light in optical circuits. Despite this, reciprocal optical devices with AT are still being developed

by different researchers and are referred to as optical diodes. This raises the question of whether reciprocal op-

tical devices with conditional AT should be named optical diodes. One thing that can be referred to concerning

the terminology of ‘‘diode’’ and the commondiode-like behavior is the electronic diode. In comparison, for elec-

tronic diodes that are fabricated to have asymmetric electrical conductivity (AT of electrons), their diode-like

property is consistent (below the breakdown voltage), and not conditional on the flowing electrons in electric

circuits. Apparently, there never comes a similar question in the field of electronics as in the field of optics.

In this paper, AT of optical devices was theoretically analyzed based on the scattering matrix theory. Although

the Lorentz reciprocity theorem is strong evidence that reciprocal optical devices breaking space-inverse sym-

metry cannot guaranteeAT regardless of the incidentmodes, the theorem itself only extends to the symmetry of

scattering matrixes describing the transmission property of optical devices, i.e., symmetric modal transmission.

Integrated mathematical derivations as solid proof instead of evidence of this point are lacking. Therefore, in

this study, it ismathematically proven that although reciprocal optical devices breaking space-inverse symmetry

can show AT under controlled incident modes (i.e., conditional AT), reciprocal optical devices whose transmis-

sion properties are describedby symmetric scatteringmatrices cannot guaranteeAT regardless of incident light

modes, whereas only nonreciprocal optical devices whose transmission properties are described by asymmetric

scatteringmatrices can possibly guarantee AT with arbitrary incident modes. To the best of our knowledge, it is

the first time that this argument is proven mathematically. The clarification of requirements for optical diodes

can help avoid further futile efforts on developing optical diodes with reciprocal materials. Besides, the thermo-

dynamics related with AT of optical devices are discussed. This discussion can help prevent the improper use of

reciprocal optical devices with conditional AT to function as optical diodes. Furthermore, by comparing the AT

of light of optical devices with the AT of electrons of electronic devices, the awareness of their intrinsic differ-

ences was raised for the first time to suggest the accurate use of the terminology ‘‘diode’’. Flowing electrons

in electric circuitsmake nodifference to electronic devices, so electronic devices being fabricated to have asym-

metric electrical conductivity (AT of electrons) would have the property consistently. In contrast, electromag-

netic waves in optical circuits are characterized by different modes, which may have different transmittivities

even in a same waveguide. In other words, they make a difference to optical devices, so reciprocal optical de-

vices showing conditional ATwould fail to exhibit AT consistently when incidentmodes change. It is argued that

reciprocal optical devices, even having conditional AT, are intrinsically different from electronic diodes in terms

of the transferring physical quantities, and hence, should not be called optical diodes.

RESULTS

AT of optical devices

As mentioned previously, one main group of the reciprocal optical devices with AT is diffraction gratings.

The common feature of these diffraction gratings is that they are structurally asymmetric in the two oppo-

site directions. As shown in Figure 1A, a diffraction grating with a tapered structure is taken as an example

to represent the various spatially asymmetric and reciprocal diffraction gratings (SARDG). Assuming a

SARDG is passive (the grating adds no energy to the light), the outgoing light Lout with different modes

(a0i , b
0
i ) can be related to the incoming light Lin (ai, bi) as Lout = SLin, where S is the scattering matrix.

The corresponding expanded form of Lout = SLin is given in Equation 1, where the on-diagonal Sa0 i;ai and

Sb0 i;bi are reflection coefficients from ai and bi to a0i and b0
i , respectively, the off-diagonal coefficients are

transmission coefficients, for example, Sa0 i;aj (isj) and Sa0 i;bj are transmission coefficients from aj and bj to

a0i , respectively.

2
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Consider Case 1 and Case 2 as shown in Figures 1B and 1C, respectively. According to the scatteringmatrix

in Equation 1, the transmitted power into the other side in Case 1 and Case 2 is calculated with Equations 2

and 3, respectively.

PCase1 =

2
666664
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1

b0
2

b0
3

«

3
777775

+2
666664

b0
1

b0
2

b0
3

«

3
777775

=
��b0

1

��2 +
��b0

2

��2 +
��b0

3

��2 + . =
���Sb01;a1

��2 +
��Sb02;a1

��2 +
��Sb03;a1

��2 + /
�
ja1j2;

(Equation 2)

PCase2 =

2
666664

a01
a02
a03
«

3
777775

+2
666664

a01
a02
a03
«

3
777775

=
��a01��2 +

��a02��2 +
��a03��2 + . =

���Sa01;b1
��2 +

��Sa02;b1
��2 +

��Sa03;b1
��2 + /

�
jb1j2;

(Equation 3)

In Equations 2 and 3, the superscript ‘ + ’ denotes the conjugate transpose of matrix. To compare the trans-

mitted power in Case 1 and Case 2, the transmission coefficients in Equations 2 and 3 are marked with a red

and blue solid line box in the corresponding scattering matrix, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. As the

SARDG is reciprocal, the scattering matrix must be symmetric according to the Lorentz reciprocity theo-

rem. So only Sb01;a1 in Equation 2 equals Sa01;b1 in Equation 3, while Sb02;a1 does not necessarily equal

Sa02;b1, and Sb03;a1 does not necessarily equal Sa03;b1, and so on. This explains the different transmitted power

in Case 1 and Case 2, which is attributed to the different transmittivities of nonzero-order diffraction modes

Figure 1. Schematic of SARSG and two different cases of light scattering

(A) SARDG with incoming and outgoing light on the upper side (ai and a0i ) and lower side (bi and b0
i ), respectively.

(B) Case 1. The incoming light on the upper side is a single mode plane wave only, as denoted by a1. The reflected light

back into the same mode is a01. The transmitted light to the lower side of various modes, i.e., different diffraction orders,

are denoted by b0
1, b

0
2, b

0
3, /, where b0

1 denotes the zero-order diffraction light and b0
2, b

0
3, / denotes nonzero-order

diffraction light.

(C) Case 2. The incoming light on the lower side is a single mode plane wave only, as denoted by b1. The reflected light

back into the same mode is b0
1. The transmitted light to the upper side of various modes, i.e., different diffraction orders,

are denoted by a01, a
0
2, a

0
3, /, where a01 denotes the zero-order diffraction light and a02, a

0
3, / denotes nonzero-order

diffraction light. Although it should have other reflection modes on the upper side (a02, a
0
3, /) in Case 1 and on the lower

side (b0
2, b

0
3,/) in Case 2, they are deliberately neglected as the analysis focuses on the transmission to the other side only.
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in the two opposite directions. Clearly, when the modal amplitude of a1 is equal to b1, i.e., ja1j2 = jb1j2,
transmittivities in Case 1 and Case 2 are different, i.e., AT. Actually, as the scattering matrix is symmetric for

reciprocal optical devices according to the Lorentz reciprocity theorem, the transmission coefficients must

satisfy Sb0 j;ai = Sa0 i;bj . This equality is the symmetric model transmittivity. In contrast, Sb0 j;ai does not neces-

sarily equal Sa0 j;bi . The equality and inequality are further explained in Figure 3.

Mathematical proof

AT realized by reciprocal optical devices as shown previously are under the conditions that the incident

light on the upper and lower sides is the same single mode plane wave. Under a different condition, the

AT will no longer exist. This is proven as follows. For convenience, Equation 1 is rewritten as:

�
A0

B0

�
=

�
SA0A SA0B
SB0A SB0B

��
A
B

�
; (Equation 4)

whereA and B stand for the column vector of ½a1 a2 a3.�T and ½b1 b2 b3.�T , respectively (the superscript ‘T’

denotes the matrix transpose); A0 and B0 stand for the column vector of ½a01 a02 a03 .�T and ½b0
1 b

0
2 b

0
3 .�T ,

respectively; SA0A stands for the coefficients in the upper left quadrant of the scatteringmatrix in Equation 1,

and SA0B for the upper right quadrant, SB0A for the lower left quadrant, and SB0B for the lower right quadrant.

Considering Case 3 where there is a light containing some modes incident on the upper side only, i.e.,

½A 0�T , and Case 4 where the incident light is on the lower side only, i.e., ½0 B�T , the corresponding relation-

ships between outgoing and incoming light for Cases 3 and 4 according to Equation 4 are given in Equa-

tions 5 and 6, respectively.

�
A0

B0

�
=

�
SA0A SA0B
SB0A SB0B

��
A
0

�
; (Equation 5)

�
A0

B0

�
=

�
SA0A SA0B
SB0A SB0B

��
0
B

�
; (Equation 6)

Then, the transmitted power to the lower side in Case 3 and to the upper side in Case 4 is given in Equations

7 and 8, respectively.

B0+B0 = ðSB0AAÞ+SB0AA = A+S+
B0ASB0AA; (Equation 7)

A0+A0 = ðSA0BBÞ+SA0BB = B+S+
A0BSA0BB; (Equation 8)

And the transmittivities for Cases 3 and 4 are given in Equations 9 and 10, respectively.

tCase3 =
A+S+

B0ASB0AA

A+A
; (Equation 9)

Figure 2. Scattering matrix of a reciprocal optical device

As the SARDG is reciprocal, the transmission coefficients in the red solid line box equal those in the red dash line box,

respectively, but do not equal those in the blue solid line box. Sb01;a1 = Sa01;b1 means that the transmittivities of the zero-

order diffraction mode in the two opposite directions are equal. Sb0 j;a1 does not necessarily equal Sa0 j;b1 (js 1), meaning

that the transmittivities of nonzero-order diffraction modes in the two opposite directions are not necessarily equal.
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tCase4 =
B+S+

A0BSA0BB

B+B
; (Equation 10)

As the scattering matrix is symmetric for the SARDG, SA0B equals S
T
B0A. tCase4 in Equation 10 can be rewritten

as:

tCase4 =
B+SB0AS+

B0AB

B+B
; (Equation 11)

Using M to denote S+
B0ASB0A in Equation 9, N to denote SB0AS

+
B0A in Equation 11, since M and N

are Hermitian matrices, M and N have the same real eigenvalues li . The incident light ½A 0�T in

Case 3 and the incident light ½0 B�T in Case 4 can be represented as A =
Pn

i = 1xiui and B =Pn
i = 1yivi, respectively, where ui and vi are the orthogonal eigenvectors group of M and N, respec-

tively, in corresponding to the eigenvalues li, and xi and yi are the corresponding coefficients. Sub-

sequently, tCase3 in Equation 9 and tCase4 in Equation 11 can be rewritten as Equations 12 and 13,

respectively.

tCase3 =

Pn
i = 1

lijxij2

Pn
i = 1

jxij2
; (Equation 12)

tCase4 =

Pn
i = 1

lijyij2

Pn
i = 1

jyij2
; (Equation 13)

Clearly, lmin % tCase3 % lmax and lmin % tCase4 % lmax , where lmin and lmax are the minimal and maximal

values of the eigenvalues li, respectively. This means tCase3 and tCase4 have the same upper

and lower limit values. Since the coefficients yi can be arbitrary, for the light having any

given modes incident on the upper side only, i.e., ½A 0�T , there must exist a light with a combination of

modes incident on the lower side only, i.e., ½0 B�T , that their transmittivities to the opposite side being

equal. Consequently, it can be proved that the AT of the SARDG is not guaranteed. In contrast,

when the optical device is nonreciprocal, the corresponding scattering matrix is asymmetric,

and hence SA0B does not equal ST
B0A. Then, the value range of tCase3 can be different from that of

tCase4, i.e., lmin of tCase3 can be smaller than lmin of tCase4, and lmax of tCase3 can be larger than lmax of

tCase4. In this way, tCase3 can have a value where tCase4 can never be (lmin;Case4 � lmin;Case3 and

lmax;Case3 � lmax;Case4). Consequently, it is proven that nonreciprocity is necessary for optical devices to

guarantee AT.

Figure 3. Schematic of equality and inequality in transmission coefficients

(A) Sb0 j;ai is the transmission coefficient of the incoming light ai to the outgoing light b0
j . Sa0 i;bj is the transmission coefficient

of the incoming light bj to the outgoing light a0i . The equality Sb0 j;ai = Sa0 i;bj means that transmitted light can always trace

the same way back to its original incident light with the same transmittivity in reciprocal optical devices.

(B) Sa0 j;bi is the transmission coefficient of the incoming light bi to the outgoing light a0j . The inequality

between Sb0 j;ai and Sa0 j;bi (isj) means even when two incident light in the two opposite directions have the

same mode, their transmittivities to the same other modes are not necessarily the same in reciprocal optical

devices.
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Experimental and numerical demonstrations

To further support this argument, a SARDG was fabricated using a 3D printer (BMF NanoArch S130) and sput-

teringmachine, as shown in Figure 4. The gratingwas first printed by the 3Dprinter with theUV-curing resin and

then sputteredwith silver. The SARDG is composed of isosceles triangles placed equidistantly, the height, bot-

tom span, and space of the grating are 50 mm, 12 mm, and 12 mm, respectively. The geometry of the SARDGwas

based on the optimized finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation results that the SARDG has a high

contrast ratio of AT under controlled incident modes, as indicated in Figure 5A. In the FDTD simulation, the

modes of the incident linearly polarized plane waves in the forward and backward directions were the same.

Clearly, the transmittance in the forwarddirection is about 2 times larger than the transmittance in the backward

direction. However, the transmittances of the fabricated SARDG in the forward and backward directions

measured by the FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy, SHIMADZU IRaffinity-1S) were almost the

same, as shown in Figure 5B. In other words, the AT shown in the FDTD simulation by the SARDG is conditional.

Under a different condition of incident waves in the forward and backward directions, for example,

the condition in the experimental measurement where incident waves in the forward and backward

directions are nonpolarized and contain a combination of arbitrary modes, the SARDG shows nearly no AT.

Figure 4. A SARDG fabricated with a 3D printer

(A) Cross-sectional geometry of the SARDG. The grating is composed of isosceles triangles placed equidistantly,

the height, bottom span, and space of the grating are 50 mm, 12 mm, and 12 mm, respectively.

(B) The 3D model of the SARDG. The gratings having an area of 5.6 mm 3 6 mm were surrounded by a rectangular frame

as a support.

(C) The real object of the 3D-printed SARDG.

(D) The SEM image (top view) of the 3D-printed SARDG after sputtering with 1 mm silver on its surface. The white stripes

represent the two equal sides of the isosceles triangles of the gratings.

(E) The microscope image (side view) of the 3D-printed SARDG.
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DISCUSSION

Discussions on thermodynamics

As the transfer of light is closely related with radiative heat transfer, AT of light of optical devices raises

confusion about whether optical devices with AT will break the second law of thermodynamics,44 which

in the Clausius statement is that heat can never transfer from a colder to a warmer body without some other

change.45 For example, when it is assumed that two bodies with different temperatures only exchange heat

radiatively through an optical device with AT in an isolated system, whether the heat will transfer from Body

1 with lower temperature (T1) to Body 2 with high temperature (T2) spontaneously if the transmittivity is

larger from Body 1 to Body 2 than the transmittivity in the reverse direction, as shown in Figure 6. The dis-

cussions can be separated for cases of reciprocal optical devices with conditional AT and cases of nonre-

ciprocal optical diodes. As the system is isolated, it can be further assumed that one body’s radiations

reach the other body through the optical devices only.

For cases of reciprocal optical devices with conditional AT, the reciprocal optical devices with conditional AT

are assumed to have no radiation absorption ideally. Even when the two bodies managed to only emit ther-

mal radiations whose modes have AT (the transmittivity from Body 1 to Body 2 is larger than that in the

reverse direction) through the reciprocal optical devices, heat can still never flow from colder Body 1 to

warmer Body 2 spontaneously. This is because the reflected thermal radiations of Body 2 by the reciprocal

optical device with conditional AT would be continuously reflected by Body 2. As parasitic reflections contain

an arbitrary combination of modes, the reflected modes which do not have AT in the reciprocal optical de-

vice with conditional AT would find ways to go through the reciprocal optical device with conditional AT.

Therefore, even under the ideal cases where the two bodies managed to only release thermal radiations

Figure 5. Transmittance of the SARDG in the forward and backward directions

(A) Numerical results by the FDTD simulation.

(B) Experimental results measured by the FTIR.
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whose modes have AT through the reciprocal optical devices, the second law of thermodynamics holds and

reciprocal optical devices with conditional AT cannot realize the function of optical diodes.

The argument about parasitic reflections explaining why the second law of thermodynamics holds for cases of

reciprocal optical devices with conditional AT fails to explain the cases of nonreciprocal optical diodes, as the

optical diodes having consistent AT anyway and hence the second law of thermodynamics would be violated

seemingly. However, the fact is that the optical diodes themselves would have absorptions in real cases. The

radiation from Body 2 would be absorbed by the optical diodes and eventually reradiate to Body 1. Therefore,

the second law of thermodynamics still holds for optical diodes. Nonetheless, optical diodes can help protect

the body emitting the light from back reflections, which is useful in some applications such as laser systems.

Discussions of different diode-like behaviors

Asmathematically proven and discussed previously, although reciprocal optical devices can have AT under

conditions of controlled incident modes, they cannot have AT consistently like optical diodes which have

nonreciprocity or modal asymmetry. Hence, it is suggested that reciprocal devices with conditional AT

cannot be called optical diodes. Note that the widely used electronic diodes nowadays also have the

diode-like property, i.e., asymmetric electric conductivity (AT of electrons), as shown in Figure 7. Flowing

electrons can easily pass in one direction but hardly pass in the opposite direction. This diode-like behavior

of unidirectional conductance is called rectification.

Electronic diodes will always exhibit the asymmetric electric conductivity property consistently in any electric

circuit (excluding the cases above breakdown voltage). There is no electronic diode that has asymmetric

electric conductivity in one electric circuit but does not have asymmetric electric conductivity in another electric

circuit. In contrast, the so-called optical diodes (reciprocal optical devices with conditional AT) can exhibit AT of

light in some cases of controlled incident light, but cannot exhibit AT of light consistently.

In view of this, we believe that the inappropriate use of the terminology ‘‘optical diode’’ for reciprocal op-

tical devices having conditional AT could be related with insufficient awareness of the difference in the

physical quantity transferring in optical and electronic devices. From the perspective of mathematics,

the electrical conductivity of electronic diodes is a scalar (some materials have electrical conductivity in

tensor form, but it is not relevant to our discussions here), though they have a nonlinear behavior (nonlinear

current-voltage characteristics of electronic diodes), whereas the optical transmittivity of optical devices

should be a matrix, for example, Lout = SLin as presented in section of AT of optical devices. The difference

between the scalar of the electrical conductivity of electronic diodes and the matrix of the optical transmit-

tivity of optical devices reveals the difference in the physical quantity transferring in optical and electronic

devices from the perspective of physics. The flowing electrons in electric circuits are the same for electronic

devices, but traveling light in optical circuits is different for optical devices, since traveling light, considered

as electromagnetic waves, has different modes. Actually, electromagnetic waves are characterized by

different modes, which may have different transmittivities even in the same waveguide of optical devices.

Based on the aforementioned observations, it can be easily understood that when a reciprocal optical de-

vice is demonstrated to have AT under incident light which has certain modes, it cannot guarantee AT

regardless of the modes of incident light. The modes of incident light of an optical device can be manip-

ulated, but the electrons in an electrical circuit cannot since the electrons make no difference to electric

devices in electrical circuits. Therefore, even when a reciprocal optical device is demonstrated to have

AT, it cannot consistently have AT regardless of incident modes. Such kind of circumstance does not

happen to electronic devices. The practice of naming optical devices as optical diodes when demon-

strating that they can exhibit AT of light, without checking the reciprocity or scattering matrix of the optical

Figure 6. Isolated system consists of one optical device with AT and two bodies
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devices, is natural given the idea of electronic diodes, but it is actually not accurate. Reciprocal optical de-

vices with conditional AT cannot function as optical diodes. Instead, only nonreciprocal optical devices

which have modal asymmetry may function as optical diodes. Hence, it is suggested that reciprocal devices

with conditional AT cannot be called optical diodes.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this study mathematically proved that AT of reciprocal optical devices, even breaking space-

inverse symmetry, is only realized by limiting incident light modes, reciprocal optical devices cannot guar-

antee AT regardless of incident light modes. Nonreciprocity (breaking time-inverse symmetry or the Lor-

entz reciprocity) is necessary for optical devices to be optical diodes. The thermodynamics related with

the AT of optical devices was also discussed to explain the validity of the second law of thermodynamics.

Additionally, it explains why calling reciprocal optical devices as optical diodes, even with conditional AT, is

inaccurate through the comparison with electronic diodes and thermal diodes. The key point is that trav-

eling light has different modes, whichmay have different optical transmittivities in optical devices, but flow-

ing electrons do not have different transmittivities in electric devices. When a reciprocal optical device is

shown to have AT under incident light with certain modes, it will not necessarily have AT under incident

light with other modes. But electric diodes will have this AT property consistently. Therefore, reciprocal op-

tical devices with conditional AT cannot function as optical diodes. Only nonreciprocal optical devices that

have asymmetric scattering matrix, i.e., the asymmetrical modal transmission can be called optical diodes.

The idea of electronic diodes and the unawareness of the difference in the physical quantities, i.e., traveling

light and flowing electrons, might cause the incautious use of the terminology ‘‘optical diode’’ for recip-

rocal optical devices with conditional AT. This study can help to avoid the futile efforts of developing op-

tical diodes with reciprocal materials and avoid the mistaken use of reciprocal optical devices to have AT

function in real applications where incident light can be arbitrary. Also, this study can help settle the dispute

over the inaccurate use of ‘‘optical diode’’ for reciprocal optical devices with conditional AT.

Limitations of the study

In this study, due to the unavailability of the nonreciprocal materials and limited fabrication equipment, real

optical diodes are not fabricated for demonstration of AT, which can be found in some existing research.4,11–13
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METHOD DETAILS

Basic knowledge for theoretical analysis

Light can be modeled by Maxwell equations when considered as electromagnetic waves. Maxwell equa-

tions for electromagnetic waves in a medium with no source (no free charge or conduction current) are:

V 3 E = � vB

vt
; (Equation 14)

V 3 H =
vD

vt
; (Equation 15)

V $D = 0; (Equation 16)

V $B = 0; (Equation 17)

In Equations 14, 15, 16, and 17, E and H are the electric and magnetic fields respectively, D and B are the

electric and magnetic flux density respectively, and t is the time. For time-harmonic electromagnetic fields

(field’s time dependence ejut , where j is an imaginary unit, u is frequency), Maxwell curl equations can be

written as:

V 3 E = � jumH; (Equation 18)

V 3 H = juεE; (Equation 19)

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

HTL resin BOSTON MICRO FABRICATION https://bmf3d.com/micro-3d-printing-materials/

Silver 中诺新材 (http://www.znxc.com/) CAS: 7440-22-4

Software and algorithms

Ansys Lumerical FDTD Ansys https://www.ansys.com/products/photonics/fdtd

Other

3D printer (BMF nanoArch S130) BOSTON MICRO FABRICATION https://www.bmftec.cn/3d-printers/s130

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

(IRAffinity-1S, SHIMADZU)

SHIMADZU https://www.shimadzu.com/an/products/molecular-

spectroscopy/ftir/ftir-spectroscopy/iraffinity-1s/index.html
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In Equations 18 and 19, ε and m are the medium permittivity and permeability respectively. They are in

bold to indicate that they are tensors, but they could also be scalars (ε and m), depending on the medium

properties which will be explained later on in detail. One assumption has been made for Equations 18

and 19 that the medium permittivity and permeability, whether they are tensors or scalars, are assumed

to be time-invariant/time-independent when calculating the partial derivative of B and D with respect to

time.

Next, the concept of electromagnetic waveguides and modes are introduced. In general, an optical

waveguide is defined as a physical structure that guides electromagnetic waves in the directions parallel

to its axis and confines the waves within or near its surfaces.46 More generally, it can be defined as a

channel that is uniform along the direction of its axis.47 Specifically, a free space can also be considered

as a waveguide because it is uniform along all directions. The propagating electromagnetic waves have

various field patterns, which can be described by electromagnetic modes. Mathematically, electromag-

netic modes are the eigen solutions of sourceless Maxwell equations. Electromagnetic modes are normal

modes for electromagnetic fields with no source, having a e� jgz z-dependence, where z is the propaga-

tion direction and g is the propagation constant of the modes.47 Modes in waveguides can be classified

into transverse modes and hybrid modes. Transverse modes have either their electric or magnetic field,

or both fields entirely transverse to their propagation directions, while hybrid modes have both electric

and magnetic fields in their propagation direction. Specifically, modes in free space are plane waves with

both their electric and magnetic fields orthogonal to the propagation direction. Free space plane waves

vary as e� jðax+by+gzÞ, where a and b are purely real numbers. Different waveguide modes may have various

phase velocity, group velocity, cross-sectional intensity distribution, and polarization.46 In optics, a mode

represents an electromagnetic wave with a certain frequency, polarization, and direction of propagation.

Scattering matrix theory

Scattering matrices represent relationships between input and output electromagnetic waves of passive

optical devices/circuits, providing the global transmission property of passive optical circuits. Consider

an optical circuit as shown in Figure S1, it is enclosed inside the fictious surface U. The optical circuit has

incoming and outgoing electromagnetic waves through waveguides, which can be physical optical struc-

tures or free space channels. In general, waveguides of optical circuits can be considered as ‘‘ports’’ having

pieces of cross-section planes. The theory of scattering matrix is based on the following assumptions: all

the electromagnetic waves enter and leave the optical circuit through the ports only; the ports are lossless;

and the electromagnetic waves in the ports contain no evanescent mode.

Assuming the propagation axis of each waveguide mode points toward the optical circuit, the local modal

expansion of the modes in each waveguide can be written as:

ET ;iðx; y; zÞ =
�
aie

� jgi z + a0ie
jgi z

�
eT ;iðx; yÞ; (Equation 20)

HT ;iðx; y; zÞ =
�
aie

� jgi z + a0ie
jgi z

�
hT ;iðx; yÞ; (Equation 21)

In Equations 20 and 21, x; y; z are local coordinates for each waveguide mode, i is the mode index, ai and a0i
are the complex amplitude of the incoming (z) and outgoing (�z) light of mode i respectively. In each

waveguide, any two modes, as indicated by mode index i and j, satisfy the following orthogonal condition

that

ZZ
U

ei 3 h�
j dU = 2p0dij ; (Equation 22)

In Equation 22, � is the complex conjugate, p0 is the unit power, and dij is the Kronecker delta. Based on

Equation 22, the electromagnetic waves in each waveguide of the optical circuit can be represented by

a set of modes, each of which can be as expressed with Equations 20 and 21. Furthermore, by assigning

the same modes in different waveguides with different mode indices, Equation 22 is valid on the whole

U. Then, the whole set of local model expansions of the modes in the waveguides of the optical circuit,

describing all the incoming and outgoing electromagnetic waves, can be expressed as:

ET =
X
i

�
ai + a0i

�
eT ;i; (Equation 23)
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HT =
X
i

�
ai � a0i

�
hT ;i; (Equation 24)

Based on Equations 23 and 24, the power carried by the incoming and outgoing electromagnetic waves of

an optical device can be described by the amplitudes (ai ;a
0
i ) of the mode i in the waveguides of the optical

device as:

Pin =
X
i

a+i ai; (Equation 25)

Pout =
X
i

a0+i a
0
i; (Equation 26)

In Equations 25 and 26, + denotes the complex conjugate transpose. Using Lin to represent the column

vector containing ai , and Lout to represent the column vector containing a0i , the relationship between Lin
and Lout can be written as:

Lout = SLin; (Equation 27)

where S is the scattering matrix of the optical circuit. The scattering matrix is a fundamental tool to analyze

the transmission property of optical devices. Then, the power that enters and leaves the optical device can

be calculated as:

Pin = L+inLin; (Equation 28)

Pout = L+outLout ; (Equation 29)

Lorentz reciprocity theorem

The derivation of Lorentz reciprocity starts from Maxwell curl equations in Equations 18 and 19. Consider

two different states of a passive optical circuit, the electromagnetic fields in correspondence to the two

different states are denoted by subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. According to Equations 18 and 19, the rela-

tion between electric fields and magnetic fields are:

V 3 E1 = � jumH1; (Equation 30)

V 3 H1 = juεE1; (Equation 31)

V 3 E2 = � jumH2; (Equation 32)

V 3 H2 = juεE2; (Equation 33)

Consider the quantity V$ðE1 3 H2 � E2 3 H1Þ, expanding which gives:

V$ðE1 3H2 � E2 3H1Þ =H2$ðV3E1Þ � E1$ðV3H2Þ � H1$ðV3E2Þ+E2$ðV3H1Þ; (Equation 34)

Substituting Equations 30, 31, 32, and 33 into Equation 34, it can be derived that:

V $ ðE1 3 H2 � E2 3 H1Þ = juð � H2mH1 � E1εE2 + H1mH2 + E2εE1Þ; (Equation 35)

When the medium permittivity and permeability are scalars (ε and m) or symmetric tensors, i.e., ε = ε
T and

m = mT , the right-hand side of Equation 35 equals zero. Then,

V $ ðE1 3 H2 � E2 3 H1Þ = 0; (36)

It should be noted that Equation 36 is the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. It can be seen from the derivation of

the Lorentz reciprocity theorem that it applies to optical devices which aremade ofmaterials whose permit-

tivity and permeability are time-invariant and described by either scalars or symmetric tensors.

For linear materials, electric flux density D and magnetic flux density B are proportional to electric field E

and magnetic field H respectively. For isotropic materials, material permittivity and permeability are

independent of fields directions. In other words, the permittivity and permeability of linear and isotropic

materials are scalars that D = εE and B = mH. So, Lorentz reciprocity applies to optical devices

made by linear and isotropic materials. For nonlinear materials, permittivity is a function of field

strength, for example, permittivity is εðEÞ for nonlinear isotropic materials. As a result, in Equation 35,

the terms �E1εE2 +E2εE1 should be � E1εðEÞE2 +E2εðEÞE1, which is not necessarily zero for arbitrary E1
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and E2. Hence, Lorentz reciprocity does not apply to optical devices made by nonlinear materials, no mat-

ter whether the materials are isotropic or anisotropic. For linear and anisotropic materials, permittivity and

permeability are described by tensors. When ε = ε
T and m = mT , E1εE2 = E2εE1 and H1mH2 = H2mH1,

implying that the right-hand side of Equation 35 also equals zero. This means that Lorentz reciprocity ap-

plies to linear and anisotropic materials with symmetric permittivity and permeability tensors.

In summary, Lorentz reciprocity applies to passive optical devices made of materials that are time-invariant,

linear, and isotropic or anisotropic but with symmetric permittivity and permeability tensors. Conversely,

Lorentz reciprocity does not hold in optical devices that are active, or made of materials that are time-

dependent, or nonlinear, or anisotropic with asymmetric permittivity and permeability tensors. Examples

of optical devices which Lorentz reciprocity does not apply to have been given in the literature,43 for

example, the magneto-optical materials which have asymmetric permittivity and permeability tensors.

Scattering matrix of reciprocal optical devices

It has been introduced that Lorentz reciprocity applies to passive optical devices constitutingmaterials that

are time-invariant, linear, and isotropic or anisotropic but having symmetric permittivity and permeability

tensors. The optical devices satisfying Lorentz reciprocity are reciprocal. One important property of recip-

rocal optical devices is that their scatteringmatrix is symmetric. This property is proved as follows. Consider

two different states of an optical circuit, one state has the electromagnetic fields denoted as E1 andH1, and

the incoming waves denoted as Lin;1 (a1;a2;a3;/) and the outgoing waves denoted as Lout;1 (a01;a
0
2;a

0
3;/). The

other state has the electromagnetic fields denoted as E2 and H2, and the incoming waves denoted as Lin;2
(b1;b2;b3;/) and the outgoing waves denoted as Lout;2 (b0

1;b
0
2;b

0
3;/). According to Equations 23 and 24,

substituting the model expansions of the modes in correspondence to the two states into Equation 36

gives:

2
X
i

X
j

�
a0ibj � aib

0
j

�ZZ
U

ei 3 hjdU = 0; (Equation 37)

As the ports are assumed to be lossless, hj equals h
�
j . Then, according to Equation 22, Equation 37 can be

written as:

X
i

�
a0ibi � aib

0
i

�
= 0; (Equation 38)

Substituting in the incoming and outgoing waves of the two different states into Equation 38, it can be

derived that

LTout;1Lin;2 � LTin;1Lout;2 = ðSLin;1ÞTLin;2 � LTin;1SLin;2 = LTin;1
�
ST � S

�
Lin;2 = 0; (Equation 39)

LTin;1ðST �SÞLin;2 = 0 holds for arbitrary Lin, so that the scatteringmatrix Smust be symmetric. Therefore, the

scattering matrix of a reciprocal optical device must be symmetric.

Materials

UV-curing resin (HTL resin), Silver.

Fabrication of SARDG

SARDG was fabricated using the 3D printer (BMF nanoArch S130) and sputtering machine. The grating was

firstly printed by the 3D printer with the UV-curing resin and then sputtered with silver. The SARDG is

composed of isosceles triangles placed equidistantly, the height, bottom span, and space of the grating

are 50 mm, 12 mm, and 12 mm, respectively.

FDTD simulation of SARDG

FDTD solver on the Ansys platform is used to simulate and optimize the structure of SARDG. The principle

of the FDTD simulation is solving the Maxwell equations to acquire the transmittance. Maxwell equations

are solved in the time domain for E-field E(x,t) and B-field intensities H(x,t) numerically with finite difference

scheme, where x and t denote the position vector and time respectively. The Maxwell equations are ex-

pressed as vD
vt = V3H, vHvt = 1

m0
V3 E, whereDðuÞ = ε0εrðuÞEðuÞ (ε0 is the free space dielectric permeability,

εr(u) = n2, where n is the refractive index), and m0 is the free space magnetic permeability. According to

Discrete Time Fourier transform of time domain solutions, incident PiðlÞ, reflected PrðlÞ, and transmitted
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power PtðlÞ spectra can be evaluated by the EM energy flux S(u) normal to the measurement planes. Sub-

sequently, reflection r(l), transmission t(l) and adsorption/emission ε(l) spectra can be determined by

PrðlÞ=PiðlÞ, PtðlÞ=PiðlÞ, and 1 � ½PrðlÞ=PiðlÞ� � ½PtðlÞ=PiðlÞ�, respectively. In the simulation, we employed

a 2-dimention simulation region. The refractive index of the surrounding is set to be 1. Plane wave sources

are used to inject SARDG.

Transmittance measurement of SARDG

The transmittance of SARDG was characterized by using a Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

(IRAffinity-1S, Shimadzu) with resolution of 0.5 cm-1.
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